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FOREWORD
Technology is the prime mover in deriving changes and 

implanting changes for creating an environment which is expected to 
be more hospitable and more sustainable. The technology in 
floriculture is expected to behave in such a manner as to generate 
desirable changes in this enterprise and to create thereafter a bunch 
of livelihoods and a bulk of income.

India, in the global floriculture market, is yet to make a 
swashbuckling entry and the share in the global market is not that 
colourful as its petals full of colours wriggling on the green stalks. 
One of the most starking reasons is the widening technology gap 
between what the technologists think and what the farmers follow 

The book is a time-felt publication to entei the valley of 
ignorance' wherein flowers don't go festive. It is also equally true 
that the reasons and factors of technology gap in floriculture 
enterprise are not that studied and elucidated. So, this book would 
help the professionals, academicians, scholars and entrepreneurs all 
over India and across the countries generate and earn some learning 
experiences on what are the (actors responsible for technology gap, 
bleak motivation, poor skills, lack of supply chains etc in managing 
the entire floriculture trade with clandestine efficiency and mettling 
perception.

The book has well been chapterised in the following way, viz, 

Floriculture: The fast emerging domain,

Review of Literature: The reality and retrospect,

The research tools and setting on studying floricultural 
enterprises,

Knowledge-Practice gap in Floriculture enterprises: The factors 
and perspectives,

Technology gap and Floriculture enterprises: The areas of focus 
and task ahead, etc
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So, one can hope and gain from this well designed documents 
and well readable book which is basically based on empirical 
research and studies, simply because India has no choice but to 
undergo a mixed agriculture and horticulture entrepreneurship to 
satisfy the stakes and needs of her myriads of countrymen striving 
hard to make agri-horticulture enterprise, a discernible 
communication for survival in a glorious manner.

Prof. D.K.Bagchi 

(Former Vice Chancellor) 

Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya 

Mohanpur, Nadia, West Bengal



PREFACE
Every formal knowledge and technology prescribed should 

undergo a proper socialization process in the absence of which the 
chasm keeps spanning between what we call a formal technology 
generating end and the informal cliental end. Agriculture universities 
elsewhere in India and abroad got off to a start to disseminate 
frontline skill and knowledge s as one of the prime objectives. But the 
pace of time takes a different turn than what we did think. Only 25-30 
percent of the created technologies from the agricultural universities 
or ICAR institutes have been able to cross the formal periphery of 
university education and research this is what we may call a 
technology gap.

The floriculture enterprise as well as industry in the rural sector is 
adding a new dimension in generating income and livelihood 
especially for the sub marginal category of farming communities. 
Floriculture as a rural avocation in most of the areas have been 
managed and maintained in its traditional and primordial forms even 
while ICAR is constantly highlighting floriculture as an upcoming and 
up surging rural avocation for youths, women and age old people as 
well. When a small Latin American nation like Colombia and 
European nation Holland together can contribute more than 50% to 
the global market of cut flower, the contribution from India in the 
global floriculture market remains at minuscule size.

Present book is a resultant of collective wisdom on empirical 
research and learning experience to focus on the very crucial aspect 
of in floriculture. The outcome of the book will go on catering the 
need for designing the need based research, identifying proper 
supply chain and making intervention into the desired areas of 
clientele and technological management. The farmers perception 
and exposition of opinion is isolating the casual factors for such 
technological gap and the suggestions for malady-remedy



intervention can be accepted as an incredible inputs in this emerging 
areas of rural enterprise and avocation as well.

Any kind of book as it is dealing with emerging areas enterprise 
management and planning should undergo a social osmosis and 
desire assimilation prices deemed to takes place in the wonder 
valley of people choice and destiny we are of very hope that this 
book vis-a-vis collective contemplation shall be spanning between 
the desire and destiny, the means and the ends as well.

Authours
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